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Financial Institution
Partner Program (FIPP)
222 North Pacific Coast Highway, Suite 1780  El Segundo, CA 90245
PHONE (310) 231-1270  FAX (310) 231-1271

Introduction

West Bay Capital, LLC (“West Bay”) is a private money lender

completed over $2.5 billion dollars in real estate, mortgage, and

that originates and acquires commercial real estate loans and

securities transactions throughout their respective careers. This

commercial mortgage backed securities throughout the United

experience, paired with a strong investor base, makes West Bay

States, primarily in California.

an ideal partner for financial institutions.

West Bay’s investment strategy is to create high-yield short term or

West Bay’s focus is commercial real estate and business purpose loans.

bridge financing structures. To effectuate the strategy, West Bay has

The Manager’s knowledge, experience, diversity, and expertise in

developed a niche program called the Financial Institution Partner

commercial real estate provide the necessary skill sets to underwrite

Program (FIPP) which allows financial institutions to raise

loans and evaluate collateral effectively and efficiently. This allows

additional capital, alleviate risk within their own portfolio,

West Bay to make decisions quickly in order to facilitate the needs

and improve regulatory capital requirements.

of both borrower and the FIPP participant (i.e., bank or other
financial entity).

West Bay’s Manager is Westside Capital Management, LLC whose
principal executives are Edward Marek and William McBride.
Collectively, they have over 50 years of real estate, mortgage
banking, asset management and banking experience. They have
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Summary of the Program

As a result of collaborative discussions between West
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Bay and various financial institutions, West Bay has
created the Financial Institution Partner Program
(FIPP). FIPP is a unique participatory lending
program between West Bay and certain traditional
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lending institutions. Financial institutions, with

West Bay
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whom West Bay partners, will be able to raise
additional capital, alleviate risk within their own
portfolio and improve regulatory compliance.
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West Bay is utilizing this program for newly originated commercial

financial institution partners to retain their valuable deposit customers

real estate loans, as well as existing loan portfolios, by using a

and still provide reasonable financing alternatives. In addition to helping

participating subordinate debt structure, or a second trust deed

borrowers get their loans closed, financial institutions are also preserving

or mortgage. With the need for capital in a struggling market

or increasing capital that can be more readily diversified throughout the

and a natural aversion to loan-to-value exposure, our program

portfolio or elsewhere within the institution.

can provide a bridge based capital structure that allows our

Loan Product Structures

LOAN PARTICIPATIONS

LOAN ORIGINATIONS

West Bay and the financial institution structure a “first loss”

West Bay can structure a senior-subordinate debt arrangement

position in the subject commercial real estate loan or loans at

as it does when it acquires an existing loan or loans as described

an enhanced coupon (usually 12-15%). A senior-subordinate or
participation agreement is entered into by both parties and West
Bay purchases the participatory interest in the loan or loans for
cash at Par. The term of this structure is typically the same as
the originated note. Loan servicing remains with the financial

herein, but does so at time of loan origination. Alternatively,
West Bay can also originate a 2nd Trust Deed loan directly to the
borrower. The term of the 2nd Trust Deed financing is typically
1 – 5 years and the loan is serviced by West Bay. West Bay works
with the originating institution to determine the best scenario for
both borrower and the financial institution.

institution and the financial institution maintains customer
contact and control.

LOAN ACQUISITIONS

LOAN TURN-DOWNS

West Bay will purchase performing commercial real estate

West Bay will originate and fund loans to borrower’s whose

loans and portfolios on a case-by-case basis. The loans will be

credit and risk profile do not meet the underwriting criteria

re-underwritten by West Bay and must meet our loan criteria.

of the financial institution, or can arrange financing through

Collateral is subject to valuation analysis and our findings can

another financing vehicle.

be shared with the selling institution at any time.
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Understanding the Increased Yield
In order for West Bay Capital to assume the risk of a subordinate debt position or a 2nd Trust Deed, West Bay requires an increased yield
over the coupon as compensation for the risk taken. All loans are purchased at Par (no discount) in order to preserve the original capital.

35

West Bay’s investment is geared towards a junior or subordinate position to the
bank or financial institution who is currently holding or originating the loan.

%

Borrower’s
Equity

55%

Our goal is to reduce the financial institution’s loan-to-value exposure with minimal
impact to the overall yield on the loan.

LTV Loan
with Bank

By selling this small participation in either existing or newly originated loans,
the lender can make capital available for other purposes while maintaining the
relationship with the borrower, managing the loan servicing, and retaining deposits.

10%
West Bay

The key to understanding the impact to
the bank’s yield is demonstrated on the
right. Using simple interest to calculate
the amount of yield passed through to
West Bay, we show a minimal impact to
the overall yield with gain for the bank
in both capital and reduced loan-to-value
exposure.

FIPP

Loan Amount

Coupon

Monthly Interest
Only Income

Loan to Value

New FIPP Loan

$2,500,000

6.625%

$13,802.08

65.0%

Bank Portion

$2,250,000

6.028%

$11,302.08

55.0%

West Bay
Portion

$250,000

12.000%

$2,500.00

10.0%

Benefits of Working with West Bay

Reduction of Portfolio Loan-to-Value

Minimal Cost

By purchasing a subordinate participation in new and existing

As demonstrated previously, enhanced yield participations

loans, West Bay facilitates a financial institution’s reduction in

can be fairly cost effective if utilized on a small portion of the

the loan-to-value exposure without using a financing vehicle

asset. Additionally, all loans are purchased at Par and therefore

which would have no effect on capital. True sale treatment

no discount on book value.

can be used.

Retained Servicing Control
Customer Retention

Although West Bay has the capacity to service its own loans,

Unless a true 2nd Trust Deed is required, West Bay does not

it is our preference, for the benefit of the borrower, that

interact with the borrower in order to maintain the financial

servicing remain with the originating institution so that no

institution’s relationship with its customer.

change to “business as usual” is noted by the borrower.

Deposit Retention

Optional Structures

With relationship banking being a catalyst to new deposit and

•

Senior-Subordinate

lending relationships, West Bay feels that the need to preserve

•

2nd Trust Deed

the deposit relationship is equally as important as the loan
itself. By using West Bay as a participant, we create a scenario

No Repurchase Restrictions

for the borrower/depositor that gives the impression that the

West Bay allows participants to repurchase or pay off West

financial institution is making every effort to cater to the

Bay’s portion at any time with 30 days notice and without

borrower’s needs.

penalty. Prepayment penalties paid by the borrower will
be divided up according to the percentage of participation.
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Lending Criteria

W

www.westbayllc.com

Loan Amount

Loan Terms

•

Mixed-Use

•

•

6 months - 5 years

•

Hotel/Motel

•

Shorter or longer terms are available
on a case-by-case basis

•

Mobile Home Parks

•

Gas stations and convenience stores

•

Automotive

Lending Territory

•

Self-Storage Facilities

•

•

Assisted Living and other senior

$500,000 - $25 million +

LOAN ORIGINATIONS
•

Acquisition and Refinance

•

Bridge and Interim

•

Rehabilitation and Renovation

•

Stage-Funded

Interest Rate

•

Business Purpose

•

Special Purpose

•

•

Land

•

Construction

•

Hypothecated Notes

•

Opportunistic Situations

Origination Fee

•

SFR (Business Purpose only)

•

Note Hypothecation

•

•

Cash Out

Lien Position
•

United States

care properties
7.00%+

1.00%+

Underwriting Criteria
•

Collateral property is primary
consideration

•

•

Primarily 1st or 2nd Deeds of Trust
or Mortgages
Mezzanine

•

Other junior lien positions considered

•

Borrower resume and financial
capacity

on a case-by-case basis

Other compensating factors
considered

Loan-To-Value

Property Type

•

•

Multi-Family, 5 or more units

•

Retail

•

Office

•

Industrial

•

Medical

Up to 75% (combined LTV)

Loan-To-Cost
•

Up to 85%

Notes:

For more information please contact:

West Bay Capital, LLC
Edward Marek

Michael Poyer

William McBride

310.231.1277
emarek@westbayllc.com

310.231.1270 x242
mpoyer@westbayllc.com

310.231.1266
wmcbride@westbayllc.com

Darren Hill

Adam Deragisch

Kevin Prince

310.231.1270 x238
dhill@westbayllc.com

310.231.1270 x274
aderagisch@westbayllc.com

James McCann

310.231.1270 x275
kprince@westbayllc.com

Craig Quinn

310.231.1270 x232
jmccann@westbayllc.com

213.435.6735
cquinn@westbayllc.com

Attn: Investor Services
222 North Pacific Coast Highway,
El Segundo, CA 90245
(310) 231-1270
(310) 231-1271 fax
westbayllc.com

